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Hockey fans travel to Minnesota
By Chris Brown
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News Writer
browncl@email.uah.edu
A group of 14 UAH students, including the Charger
Radi o Hockey Broadcast
Crew, traveled to Minneapolis, Minnesota last weekend
for the Chargers se ries
against the defending National Champion University
of Minnesota Golden Gophers.
The diehard Charger
Hockey fans donned blue
and white face paint and hair
color along with their UAH
apparel, adding flavor to a
small but vocal contingent of
UAH fans in the Mariucci
Arena.
While the Chargers went
0-2 against the defending
champs, the students were
glad they made the trip... I'm

addicted to hockey now,"
said student Lillian Argent,
who had not been to a UAH
game before.
The diehard UAH hockey
fans would really like to see a
larger student turnout at the
Chargers' home games. It has
even been reported that Athletic Director J im Harris has
been motivated to this end
after seeing the s pectacle
that was in the Wisconsin
student section a few weeks
ago.
A number of ideas have
been put forward, including
the all but unattainable goal
of building a rink on campus.
In lieu of a multi-million dollar windfall for that purpose,
some have suggested having
a shuttle service to move students from the dormitories to
the game.
Another popular suggestion ha~ been to restrict free

The UAH bench and a band of f aithful Charger hockey followers
cheer Ryan Brown's goal, which tied Saturday's game at 2-2. The
Chargers went on to lose to Minnesota 4-2.

student seating to one or two
sections of the Von Braun
Center so that the students
can cheer as one contiguous
group.
UAH Pep Band member

Chris Gould, who also joined
in the journey to Minnesota,
wants to sponsor a "cheer
and jeer" session to teach
students how to be good (or
HOCKEYpage 9

Advisors push students to succeed
By Carter G. Johnson
News Writer ,
cartergjohnson@yahoo.com
With spring pre-regi. iration at hand, it may be a good
time to become more familiar
with your advisor and find
out what they can do for you.
Academic advising is
available to help everyone
succeed academically and
personally.
The Academic Advisement and lnformation Center
(for undec ided students),
Colleges of Nursing, Engineering, Administrative Science, Science, Liberal Arts,
and the department or program in which a major has
been declared provide academic advising to students.
There are also special advisors for the DepartmE>nt of
Education, pre-law, and pre-

medictne.
Upon dec laring a major,
student are a ·signed a faculty advi or in their major department or program. Students are trongly encouraged to contact their advisors
upon entering UAH and stay
in contact with them throughout their academic careers.
Meeting with your advisor well in advance of registration can save you valuable
time and help make your
counseling experience more
than just getting someone to
sign your registration form.
"To avoid standing in line to
meet with your advisor for
walk-in hours during the
week of registration, students
should tart making appointments for advising around
midterms. That way we have
time to talk and everyone is a
lot happier," advised Morgan

Lewis, Academic Advisor for
the College of Science.
Dr. Mark Bower, Assistant Dean for the College of
Engineering, added, "Students can contact their advisors prior to the opening of
regi stration to discuss their
schedule and their advisor
can tum on web registration
for them. The earlier students
register the better it is for
them and U AH."
There is also more to advising than just signing up
for c lasses each semester.
Frank E. Bell, Academic Advisor for the College of Liberal Arts, said, "The main
purpose of an advisor is not
reg i tering students for
classes but rather as an advocate for students. The advisor is intent on making sure
that each and every student
reaches the height of their

academic potential."
According to Bernice
Pitsus-Rush, Director of Advising and Student Affairs for
the College of Administrative
Science, "The d ifference between registration and advising is that advising is planning early and knowing what
you need to take and when.
Through advisement, students can gain insight into
their limitations and learn to
time manage and make adjustments to improve their academic performance. Advisors
are here to help you."
"The advising process is
a two-way communication
between student and advisor
regarding what the student's
career and Ii fe goals are,.. said
Jamie R. Clay, Coordinator for
the Academic Advising and
Information Center. "Our goal
ADVISE page 9

Enrollment increases to 4.3 percent
By Cassandra Moore
News lVriJer
moorecc@email.ualr.edu
The number of UAH student<; enrolled for the 2002 fall
emester increa. ed by 4.3
percent.
Scott Verzyl, A sociate
Vice President of Enrollment
Service\, belie"es the higher
statistics are due to a more
aggressive recruiting style.
"UAH has one of the highest number of incoming
freshmen we have ever had,"
said Venyl. " I \ t

Verzyl believes there are
several factors that contribute to the increase on campus, one of which being the
economy.
He explained that when
the economy is at a low point,
people may have to look for
a different job o they go
back to school in order to
improve their appeal in the
job market.
The main rea on for the
enrollment increa-;e is that
UAH is better at retaming
students by providing better
advising for <.,tudentc,. An-

other factor which helps
UAH retain students are the
addition of a few new features
to the campus (such as the
new campus residence hall
and the University Fitnes
Center).
"It' new amenitie on the
campu that make stude nts
feel connected and want to
stay (or enroll)." The majority of these new students are
living on campus.
Central Campu-; R esidence Hall (CCRH) is at its
highest record for new residents, according to Verzyl.

Not only are the number
of enrolled students increasing, but al o the number of
hours tudents are taking.
There are more full-time
students and the average
number of credit hours taken
has risen 4.7 percent.
There's no place left to go
but up. Within the next year,
Verzyl hope. that UAH's student enrollment will grow five
percent. The optimal student
population would be from
7500 to 8000 students.
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S peaft
By Patrick

Bobo
Greek Columnist
snakemb 134@
hotmail.com

Delta Zeta's Kilarney Rose Fonnal is planned for ovember 15 in Huntsville.
On November 8, the Alpha Tau Omegas and Kappa
Deltas have a barn dance mixer. The Kappa Deltas arc
also involved in two fundraisers in the coming weeks!
For all those people that need to renew or subscribe to a
magazine, they can see a Kappa Delta. They will be selling the maga£ines until November 21. The second
fundrai<.er i a "Kate Spade Purse Party" on November
12. According to KO Meredith Hall, '"These make great
gifts for the holiday season (hint to all you guys out there
looking for a gift for the girlfriend or Mom)!" See a Kappa
Delta for more information on either of the fundraisers.
The Alpha Tau Omega pledges are nearing the
finaJ planning stages for the 3rd Annual ATO Auto Emporium scheduled for November 9. If you would like more
information on the Auto Emporium, visit www.uah.edu/
ATOlcarshow.htm. Alpha Tau Omega and Kappa Delta
have al o planned a barn dance mixer for Friday night.
Pi Kappa AJpha will be having their annual Miss Greek
contest on November 13 in the Chan Auditorium. Everyone is invited to attend, and see a Pike for additionaJ
details.
The Sigma Nu Bachelor Auction was held on Tuesday, November 4 in the UC Exhibit HaJI. Many lovely
ladie received dinner, entertainment, and the company
of one of the Sigma Nu pledges in return for their winning
bid. There will be a house party this Friday night at the
Sigma Nu Hou\e. Sec a brother for infonnation. On No\'embcr 16, the Sigma Nus will travel to the Embassy Suites
Hotel in a\h\ ille for their annual White Rose formal.
On O\'embcr I. the Sigma u pledges and brothers
had a pledge retreat filled with camping, brotherhood,
and good times. On ovember9. they ~ill be taking kid-,
from Big Brothers/Big Si'>ters of Huntsville to a rno\ie.
The inductions for Order of Omega. the Greek I lonor
Society, will be held on November 19 at 8:45 p.m. in the
Univer;ity Center. Tho-,e that are currently in Order of
Omega and those that are being inducted are invited and
encouraged to attend.
Elections for many of the fratemities and sororities are
quickly approaching, and nominations have already begun. Many groups will have fresh faces in leadership
po itions, and these changes \\ ill be announced in the
column as they happen.

Why young adults don't go vote
with pre, ious similar elections, Patterson said.
As Gans explains it: "9/11
(KRT)
brought national patriotism,
Here's the Cliffs otes but what we were asked to
version of what keeps young do was return to normalcy,
people from the polls, accord- buy stocks, spend money,
ing to Harvard University's contribute to charities. That
Thomas E. Patterson and was hardly a clarion call to
Curtis Gans, director of the political activism."
Culprit No. 2: Cable. BeCommittee for the Study of
ginning in the late '70s,
the American Electorate.
Culprit No. I: Peace and Patterson said, families
relative prosperity. "There stopped defaulting to the
hasn't been a large issue like evening news because of the
Vietnam, World War II, the explosion of options. "What
Great Depression; there the cable generation was
hasn't been that shock to the watching in grade school and
system to get involved," high school was a lot of enPatterson said. Sept. 11 was tertainment programming.
not enough. he said. Turnout You don't see much of a
was down in fall 200 I and the news habit developing."
Culprit o. 3: Civics eduprimaries of 2002 compared

From The Chicago
Tribune

cation, or lack thereof. Young
people aren't tested as much
on current event as previous generations were.
Patterson floats the idea of
bumping the voting age
down to 17 so that the voting process can be reorganized around schools. Gans
suggests a mandatory year of
national service after high
school.
Culprit No. 4: The vicious
cycle. Because young people
don't vote. candidates don't
appeal to them or address issues that matter to them.
"You've got to go where the
ducks are," Patterson said.
Even so, he aid, that excuse for young people not to
vote goes only so far.
'There\ barely an issue that

Across
Campus
Who did you vote
for governor?

Ronak Patel

Heather Byland

Communication Arts
& Finance
Senior

English Language Arts
& Secondary Education
Senior

"I didn' t vote for anyone.
Siegelman screwed education up,
and I'm not a Republican."

"I wouldn't vote for either of them.
I got tired of all the mudslinging."

Dennis Day

Mike Anderson

I.S.E.
Junior

M.I.S.
Junior

"I voted for Riley, because it's
time for a change."

"I voted for John Sophocles, be-

Do YOU HAVE AN
OPINION
ABOU11 THIS WEEK'S
ACROSS THE CAMPUS?

Vote online at

www.llarexµnentcom I
IA'

ca use there can be no real
change with Riley or Siegelman."

touches more than Io to 15
percent of the electorate."
Culprit o. 5: Lame public
speaking. Candidate don't
deliver the grand "a k not
what your country can do for
you" speeches anymore.
They slice and snipe. That
isn't so corrosive for established voters, Gans said, but
it keeps young people away.
"When John McCain said
that younger people want
something larger than the
self, he was right," Gans said.
"Idealism made them want to
be involved in the '60 . 1
don't see any of that idcalism in the current marketplace:·

-te

~ to 15
ate."
!public
I don' t
sk not
1do for
more.
:. That
estabid, but
away.
in said
want
m the

s said.
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Multicultural Halloween party energizes UAH students
By Joel Boyce
News Writer
Boyceman@lwtmail.com

HU TSVILLE, October
31 Popular music, fashionable costumes, a party atmosphere, and an opportunity
to socialize with UAH students merged together to
make the Halloween Cosrume
Party sponsored jointly by
minority organizations a huge
uccess on October 3 1.
The Hallowee n Costume
Party was held in Spragins
Hall on Thursday evening
from 8:30 p.m. until I a.m.
Over I00 students from UAH,
Alabama
A&M,
and
Oakwood College and the
surrounding community attended the event sponsored
jointly by the National Society for Black Engineers, the
Caribbean Student Association, and the Black Student
Association. The Office of
Multic ultural Affair , the
Association for Campus Entertainment, and The Plu
Program also supported the

e,ent and helped to make it a
reality.
Although the party was
designed and sponsored by
minority clubs and organizations from UAH, the crowd
at the party wa-. truly di"erse.
Students from various cullures and racial bad.grounds
nocked to the e-. ent and
helped to keep energy in the
room at a high le\el. DJ's
Efizee and ES from Alabama
A&M played tunes that appeared to energize the crowd
and the e ntire atmosphere of
the room for the duration of
the activity.
"Students were able to
meet and talk to other students in different colleges,"
said Derrick Cameron, a
graduate student and a member of NSBE. ·'A lot of students came out to get their
minds off classes and to just
have fun!"
Based on the enthusiasm
of the crowd and its participation on the dance floor and
in the costume contest, ~tudents in general seemed to
genuinely appreciate the op-

portunity for socialiLation
that the pany presented.
..The people who did not
attend the party missed out
on an opportunity to ha\'e
fun as well as interact with
,ome of their peen, in a different way and in a different
setting a, opposed to the
classroom or cafeteria," said
Willie Harper Jr., a graduate
student in Biological Sciences.
The costume party portion of the Halloween Party
featured creati ve and colorful costumes. Students who
attended the party in a costume rccei ved a discount on
their admission to the party.
Based on the scores of the
judges in the contest, some
of the favorite men's and
women's costumes at the
party included: a catholic
schoolgirl, a fairy, a phone
book, a doctor, the pizza delivery man, the thug champion, and the halloweenie.
Despite unforeseen obstacles and delays in allaining a location for the party,
CSA, BSA, and NSBE worked

Surfing on the Net?
Visit The Exponentonline
at www.uahexponent.com

You've Got News

Gi rThe Exponent
in your lnbox.
Register now on our website and automatically receive
an Emall Edition of the paper with every new Issue.
Headline News • College Sports · Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Dally Horoscope

Its the best way to stay lnfonned... and Its free.

www.uahexponent.com

hard to ensure that the party
would become a reality. The
organizers of the party were
plea.<,ed with the student tumout at the event.
..The whole focus of the
party was to pro,ide a social
atmosphere to get minorities
to come together and to have
fun," said Laffon Brelland,
President of SBE. "We
wanted this to be a marquee
event that showed UA H students our desire to ha,e a
unified activity with all minority organization on cam pus."
Prior to the Halloween
Party, many of the minority
clubs and organizations on
campus, planned separate
activities that oftentimes conflicted with one another. The
Minority Unity Counci l,
which includes many of the
minority clubs and organizalions at UAH, hopes that the
Halloween Party will mark a
beginning of change in event
planning. Furthermore, the
Council hopes that more
non- minority students will
support their activities in the

Over 100 students participat ed in the costume party held on
Halloween night in Spragins Hall.

fut ure.
" I was pleased with the
turnout, but I would have
liked to see an even more diverse crowd," said Sheldon
H ul I, a graduate student and
a GTA in the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. "We

will have other events in the
future and I would like to sec
non- minorities participate
because we feel that we have
an open-door policy and that
anyone can attend."
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETIC

Women's Soccer
November 2 CBU L 5-1

Cross Country
November 3 GSC Championship
Men (finish 4th)
Women (finish 2nd)
Upcoming event:
November 9 South Region Championship, Sharon
Johnston Park (Huntsville, AL)

Volleyball
October 30 CBU W 3-0
Upcoming games:
November 5 UNA (Florence, AL) 7:00 p.m.
November 7 West Alabama (Livingston, AL) 7:00
p.m.

Hockey
November 1 Minnesota L 12-1
November 2 Minnesota L 4-2
Upcoming games:
November 15 Air Force (Home) 7:05 p.m.
November 16 Air Force (Home) 7:05 p.m.

l
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Chargers face off with national Power
By Ian Fletcher
Sports Writer

The Charger men's
hockey team returned this
weekend still winless after
two matche against returning national champions the
University of Minnesota
Golden Gophers. The Chargers went down Friday night
by a horri fie score of 12-1, but
rebounded with a olid effort
in a respectable 4-2 loss.
There is not much to say,
in regards to Friday night's
game. The proverbial
··wheels fell off the bus" is
the only explanation m; the
Chargers allowed 12 goals
and almost sixty shots on
goal. The Chargers ran into
early penalty trouble which
greatly hampered their ability to get back into the match
and let the Gophers run away
with the lead.
The onl)' bright spot was
the lone goal by sophomore
center Jarred Ross. Ro-.s wa$
able to -;core off a rebound.
sliding the puck into the Gopher net from the goalmouth
breaking the possible shutout.
S,nurday night wa, a totally different affair for the
Charger.... The Men in Blue

hit the ice with a whole new
focus-defense.
"They kept it tight," remarked George Olden, Exponent photographer, with regards to the Chargers defense, '"Minnesota had le s
opportunities to score Saturday. That was the main difference from Friday."
"We made the necessary
changes and adjustments in
our play," <;aid Charger captain Mike Funk. "Minne ota
is a highly skilled team. and
we just didn't give them the
space on Saturday."
Two sophomores scored
the goals on Saturday.
defcnsemen Ryan Brown netted his first of the season.
and the human water bug,
Jarred Ro s, potted his second of the weekend.
The benefits of these
three series against Wisconsin, Denver, and Minnesota
are expo'iure and experience.
The Chargers played in
some the most hostile emironmenh in college hockey
and were for the most pan
unaffected. This helps in
building concentration and
poise, as it i, difficult to play
with tweh c thousand fans
) elling and screaming.
The experience is unpar-

The UAH Chargers cheer #5 Ryan Brown's goal, which tied S1turda(1
game at 2·2. The Chargers went on to lose to Minnesota 4•2.

alleled, as the Chargers will
be hoping to capture the
CHA title thi, year and gain
an automatic bid into the ational Championship Touma
ment.
By playing the top team,
the Men in Blue can carry the
knowledge ascertained into
conference pla} and into the
post season. The Chargers
fully understand what i,
needed to compete on a

nightly basi., against the best
teaim in the country.
The Chargers return to
the w-arm confines ofthe Van
Braun Center this week to
mend ,ore bodie, and regn1up ment~1lly. The Charg·
er home opener wiII be o\ embcr IS and 16attheVBC
\\ here they will be taking oo
Air Force Academ).

Women's soccer suffers ending loss
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor

Ro 93@hotmail.com

The UAH ladies soccer
team closed out their season
with a tough loss to national
powerhouse Chri<;tian Brothers Uni\'ersity in the semifinals of the Gulf South Conference tournament at John
Hunt Park in Huntsville.
The Charger<; allowed five
fin,t-half goals to One.lf the
nation's best teams and
scored one goal in the second half to make the final
count 5-1 in fa\;orofCBU.
The Lady Chargers fini-,hed their -.eason at I 0-9
O\ era II and another strong
finish allowed the ladies to
panicipate in this Tournament for the third straight
,ea,on.
In the lir,t meeting between the two team, earlier
in the ,;ca<,on at Charger field.
UAH shut down the nation's
best player, Missy Gregg, to
only one goal. But in thb second meeting, Gregg got off
the struggles again t UAII
and collected three goals and
one assist, all in the first half

of the contest.
have been the toughcq
Gregg '1, fiN goal came at -.chcdulc any UAH Charger
the two-minute marl,,. of the ..,occcr team had to endure
lin.t half to put CBU out in
Some bright spots on the
front quickly.
,ea,on was fre,hman ,ensa
Her assist came on Mar- tion Lindsey Schemanuer's
garet Saurin's goal at the 4:48 goal scoring.
mark of the fin,t half to make
She scored school-record
CBU's lead at 2-0.
14 goat... this sea,on and abo
Saurin's goal came on a collected seven assi-,ts durquick-snap shot that sailed ing the course of the sca,on.
past UAH goaltender Kri'>tin
Her goal scoring knack
Freeman.
and outstanding play will
Gregg would tack on two provide the Lady Charger,
more goals in the fin,t half to firepower for ne>.t season.
put CBU up by a wide margin
Other outstanding offenat the end of the first half.
<,ive performer, this -.ea-.on
UAH', lone goal came included Kelly Bateman,
when Cory Vildcr,, the out- Vilders, and Katrina Smith.
standing junior, scored early
Bateman, who wa-, also a
in the \econd half.
fre,hman on thi-. )'Car·,
That would be UAH\ la-,1 squad, scored ,ix goal, and
goal of the season and de collected live a,si..,ts on the
,pite the lo-.,, nothing could sea!'.on.
damper the season the Lady
Yet another fre,hm,111
Chargers had this season.
contributor included Smith
CBU would ,how their The Oakridge, T nati\'e \ht,
mettle the day after defeating founh on the squad with IO
UAH as they easily defeated point-, (2 goal, and 6 a,-,i,h).
nationally ranked West
Vilders follow-ed her sen
Florida 5-1 to win the GSC sational season from 200 I
Championship.
with a solid season thi-. year
UAH, for the season, won The Mt. Vernon, Washington
an impressive IO games on native scored five goals and
the campaign. And the IO di hed out four as<,i<,t\ thi'>
win came of what could . eason.

Other contributor to the
squad leaturcd Eli,abcth
Duhberle} (Jr.). Tammy
Wi,,cl (Jr.). Julie Guy (Fr.),
and Shelby Poore (Fr.).
1 he two-goalie platoon
sy\lem imp lemented by
coach Lincoln Zi~enge
prmed to be solid for the
season
Junior goalkeeper KriStin
heeman won four gilll'k--s and
dropped only two on the sea-.on. Freeman sa,ed 73 per·
cent of the shots attempted
on goal for her and collected
three shutouh on the -.ea~r reshman arah Solhe
was the other part of the
roalic ,ystcm. Sollie al"> "as
impres,i\e as rrceman " 3
Sollie ,aved 75 pcn:cnt of
sho1' atti. mptcd on glial on
her ,ind aho allowed no
go,11, in one game th i, ,ca·
,on
With both goaltender•
coming bac", ne"< 1 ,cason
along with contributor--, 1 ~~
AH Lad) Chargers w1I
· most·
have, potentially. 1heir
:
h
talented team under t e e1>u1d·
ance of coach Ziyenge. .
Maybe then, UAII wi 11
ha\;e the moxie aJong wi'th the
talent to defeat CBU .

-
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Cross country gives record times
By Rachel Robinson
Sports ll-riter

-

,untry.

<lie, and re
. The Charg.. r will be o16 at the VBC

The Gulf South Conference Cro, Country Championship was held Saturday at
Sharon Johnston Park, and
the Chargers turned in their
fastest times of the year.
The UAH squads had
worked hard all season doing thresholds and intenal
worl-.out, and were ready to
race against some of the
~trongest Division lI teams in
the nation.
The women were fir-.t to
race this past Saturday.
The Lady Chargers ran
their fastest 5K race of the
season but finished a hardf ought 2 place behind
Harding University.
At this year\ conference
meet, the first 20 finishers
were named to the All-Conference Team, and UAH had
five runners to qualify.
Harding University was the
only other school to have . o
many runners named to the
All-Conference Team.
Brooke McDaniel led the
Lady Chargers, finishing 6111
overall and with a time of
18:41. McDaniel improved her
previous best 5K time by I

ibutor to die
d t:li, abetb
r.). Tammy
ie Guy (Fr ).
re (Fr.).
alic platoon
mented by
n Ziycnge
olid for the

cpcr Kristill
urgamcsand
oontheseaved 73 per·
s attempied
nd collected
the -.ea.'iOIL
rah Sollie
part of the
lie abo was
cman "a
i ~rccnt of
1n goal on
lo~cd no
C thi se.1·

altender
xt ,ca,on
buwr,;. the
rger, will
their most·
rthe guid·
cnge.
UAH will
ng with the

u.

record b> 27 second, by running 20:41 .
ot only did the \\Omen',
,quad race well, the UAH
men abo turned in a \ery impre-.-.i\e performance. Andre\\ Hodge,, UAH', fmt
runner. finished 6 O\erall
and ~a, named to the I team
All-Conference . Hodges·
time of25:35 broke the UAH
men ' s 8K -.chool record
(26: 12) by over 30 seconds,
and he improved hi, best 8K
performance b)' O\. er I
minute.
"Any time ,omeone
breaks a school record and
impro\e-, hi" previous time
by over a minute, you know
that he ran a great race. I knew
he could do it," said Coach
Cain about Hodges· performance on Saturday.
Matt Wil. on was the
men's . econd runner. He was
al o named to the All-Conference Team by finishing 14•
overall. Wilson's time wa
26:24, improving his faste t
8K time by 29 seconds.
John Phillippe finished
22 J ovemll. mi,sing the AllConference team by only 2
spots. He ran 26:43, and set a
personal record by I minute
and 5 seconds. Ju tin Pruitt

UAH's 4 fini,her, placing 25 and running a time of
26:53. Saturda)' ·, performance ~a" a per,onal be\t
for Prum by o, er 50 ...ccond-.
Placing 28 and with a time
of 26:58, Charlie Hunt bettered his pre, iou-, 8K performance, by 23 ,econd,.
Brandon Eubank, and
1ark Ullom aho ran impre,sive races for the UAH men.
Eubank'> {28: 18) ,et a personal record by 49 seconds
and helped to break the tie
between UAH and West
Gt..'Orgia.
After computing the
score, of the men', race on
Saturday. UAH and We-.1
Georgia had the -,ame amount
of point, and were tied for 4'
place in the conference.
When a tic occurs, the deciding factor is the fini,hing
place of the two teams' 6'h
runners.
With Eubanks finishing in
front of West Georgia's 61h
runner. UAH claimed 4' h
place, and West Georgia had
to settle for 5·•. Harding University, the defending Gulf
South Conference champions, once again reclaimed it
I place trophy.
\\3'>
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Volleyball on its way to the tournament
By Antoine Bell
UA H Sports Information

Cnl)

loss

minute and 14 second,.
Head Coach Da, id Cain
commented, ..Brooke\ race i,
probably the most impres-,J\ e
Conference performance \\C
ha\.e C\.er had at LAH."
Running
beside
McDaniel throughout the
entire race and fini,hing right
behind her, Amy Phillips ran
a time of 18:43, and for the 2..i
consecutive year. Phillip, wa,
named to the All-Conference
Team.
Counney Hurst, UAH's
3 J fini\her, ran a time of 19: 17
and placed 1-i~ overall. Hur-.t
bettered her pre\'iou-, 5K time
by 30 second,.
Megan Fairclough was
the Lady Chargers' 4"'runncr.
Finishing directly behind
Hurst, Fairclough ·s race time
was 19: 18, and she wa, 15
on the All-Conference Team.
UAH's 5~ finisher. Lesley
Davis, placed 1911, in the race
and et a personal record by
8 seconds. Davis' finishing
time was 19:29.
In addition, atalie Fahey
and Jc. ic::i Walters ran well
for the Lady Chargers. Fahey
finished 25 \ barely mi,;sing
the All-Conference Team. Her
fini hing time wa 19:58.
Walter . et a 5K per onal

The Lady Chargers won
their only match this week on
the road, taking out Christian
Brothers 3-0 in Memphis.
The Lady Chargers have
already punched their ticket
to the 2002 Gulf South Conference tournament with
three regular sea<,on matches

avenged a loss earlier thi
season to Chri tian Brothers
with a 30-27, 30-26, 3 1-29
sweep in Memphis last
Wednesday night.
With the win, the Lady
Chargers improved to 14-16.
EmilyMillertallied211Jlb
and 13 dig, to lead UAI I.
Molly Healey added 12 kills
and 14digs.
Heather Grum kc fini\hed
with 32 a..,,;.,1s in two games,

remaining.
A win, coupled with a
West Alabama lo. will clinch
the second seed for UAH.
Then, after the road hop
to We<,t Alabama, the Lady
Chargers finish up the regular ea. on at home on Sunday afternoon against
Valdo\ta State.

UAH defeated CBU 3-0
(October 30)
The

Lady

Chargers

while Samantha Polkow ki
came off of the bench in the
third game to get 17 assist~.
Senior libero Cathryn Sterling
led the defense with 19 digs.
UAH's last home game of
the season will take place on
ovember IO against
Valdo'>ta St.

www.

I
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By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro 93@hotmail.com

You have got

to be kidding
In all of my year\ of watching sports, I just don't understand what some athletes are thinking when they do something erroneou'r and with just plain stupidity. Some from
the top of my head come to mind, as in. recently:
Star Minnesota Viking receiver Randy Moss pu,hes a
female traffic officer two blocks with his SUV when he refuses to wait for another motori-.t. Stupid.
Shawn Kemp reponedly used to get high during halftime of Ponland Trail Bl:uer games two year, ago in the
locker room bathroom. Dumb.
And the stupidity award goes to Anfernee "Peso"
Hardaway, Phoenix Sun Guard, for his Christmas day argument with his girlfriend several years ago. His girlfriend
wa,; fed up with the argument and as she left Pe o's house,
Peso decided to display his manliness by waving a firearm
in her direction, and ordered her to get back into the house.
But finally, Ijust read of an amazing locker room altercation between two college football teammates and I'm just
dumbfounded and perplexed by this story.
Washington St. Cougars are one of College Football's
best teams. With an early season lo s to Ohio St. now
with tanding, the Cougar have won their la<;t five games
to improve their overall record to 7-1 overall and to 4-0 in
the competitive PAC- I0.
This weekend, they face off against nationally ranked
Arizona St. The Sun Devils are 7-2 and have made remarkable strides under , econd head coach Dick Koettner.
They are also 4-0. The winner will have a leg up on the
PAC- IO race and for the journey to Pasadena.
Thi, pa<,t Tuesday, October 29, the Washington St. team
was preparing for practice. And starcornerback Jason David
was removing his backpack in the locker room before he
would stroll onto the practice field and make his preparations for Arizona St.
But a funny thing happened on the way to the practice
field for David. Turns out, he didn't get to e\en remove his
backpack fully.
And you must be wondering why? Well, here's what
happened .
Fellow teammate Ira Davis, a 6-1 247 pound linebacker
who has improved his play throughout the season, came
up behind David and punched him in the face. The two
then fell to the floor and scuffled before their bewildered
teammates could break up the two.
David, who\e face swelled up after the fraca,, tool-. axray on his swollen face the day after. Tums out that David
wstained three fractures of hb right cheekbone.
He's out for six to eight weeks. And a, for Davi,, he',
indefinitely ,u-,pcndcd from the team and from playing until
Head Coach Mark Price decide, '"'hat to do with him .
ow, after reading that. you mu,t know why thi, all
happened. Why would t'"'o defcn,i\e <,t.u·, from one of the
nation·, be,t team, '"'ould go at it before an important week
of practice leading up to a big game.
Herc·..,why.
According to the Seattle 1ime1, Da ... i, wa, up,et at
Da\id becau,e a woman that Davi, i, dating infom1ed him
that Da ... id made ad, ancc, on her.
How b11arrc?

If you have any comments
on the articles or the
Sports section in general,
please contact Ronak
Patel, Sports Editor at
ro_93@hotmail.com
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inment
By Jorge Raub
Entertainment
Editor
raubj@email.uah.edu

8 Mile tweaks the movie formula
By Terry Lawson
Knight Ridder Newspapers

!

I have noticed some disturbing things happening in
the entertainment realm recently and l feel the need to
report them. Culturally, America is going to hell in a handbasket and this should not be taken lightning. More so
than imminent war, threats of terrorism, and other global
disasters, Hollywood is bringing us down.
First off, we have Madonna and her latest big screen
di aster. ow it hurts me to diss her, as I have been a fan
since she was rolling around the stage at the first MTV
Music Awards in a wedding gown. Lately though, she·s
saying things that are very, very disturbing.
She released Swept Away, a collaborative effort with
her hubby Guy Ritchie, three weeks ago. It has yet to earn
$600,000 at the box office. This makes it one of the biggest movie flops of all time. A on critic put it, someone
stop her before she acts again!
One really bad movie does not the beginnings of cultural Armageddon make. Ye , she should stick to music (I
am happy to announce she's back in the Top Ten on the
Billboard charts.) However, she appeared on Larry King
recently and in other interviews she has made similar comments.
Her current plans are to write children's stories (along
with her husband). They are sort of spiritual allegories
based on the teachings of the Kabala. What's the big
deal you might ask? Doth the entertainment editor protest too much? No, and let me tell you why,
Madonna now says she is more thoughtful about the
work she does and what she wants to put out there to the
universe - and she wants to work towards world peace.
World peace? Hello! That's the lame answer that every
beauty pageant contestant has ever given to the que. tion of what she would like to work for(but how docs one
actually go about ..working for world peace"?) That's not
what I want to hear spouting forth from the mouth of one
of our biggest cultural icons. lf that'-, not scary enough,
there's more.
Anna Nicole Smith's little disaster show ha~ been
picked up for another season on the E! etwork. Who
came up with the idea that her life was so interesting that
she de erved her own reality television show? And, for
that matter, why are people watching? I would argue that
mo~t UAH students' live-. would make more intriguing
fodder for TV than Anna Nicole Smith.
Oh, but the li~t goes on. Speaking of reality TV, more
people arc copying the trend -,tarted by American Idol.
The Today Show i-, now doing its ··Greatest Star" con
tc,t. This will not be the end. I'm ,urc. At times, e,pecially when I read a letter to the editor like the a foremen
tioned one or when fill in the blanks or your own con-,p1racy theory. I \\on 't go there but ,omethmg i-, rotten
in the -,1ate of Denmark and I can't be the onl} one notic ing it.
On the bright ,1de, M.idonna ha., a ne\\- album -,lated
for release ,ometime next spring and no plans for any
new lilms. I would like world peace ju,t as much as the
ne>.t person, but when I hit the dance floor I sure don't
want to hear Madonna ~inging about it.

If you have any
comments about any
section, please emall
hl11Jr@emall.uah.edu

Let's face it: All 'The Untitled Detroit Project"-a picture starring the hottest performer in popular music,
Eminem-had to be was not
bad.
It could have taken the
hip- hop musical route, like
"Kru h Groove," or the misunderstood-gangsta movie
exit, as a white "Juice." And,
if the attendant soundtrack
and music video did their
jobs, everyone involved
could have gone home with
cheddar in their pocketseven more when the DVD
was released-and reputations intact.
But director Curtis
Hanson, producer Brian
Grazer and, most impre sively, Marshall Mather Ill
didn't drive down Easy
Street. They chose to make
"8 Mile," a movie that is for
Eminem what "A Hard Day's
Night" was for the Beatles: a
movie that codifies a myth
while turning it inside out
and holding it up so we can
sec our reflection.
Their "8 Mile" is a formula
movie that tweaks the formula
in so many inventive, intelligent, insightful ways as to
transcend it altogether. It b a
movie that will satisfy hiphop and Eminem fan, in ways
they never expected; even

more significantly, it will
touch people who thought
they hated hip-hop and/or
Eminem in ways they would
have never expected.
Like Hanson's two previous films, "L.A. Confidential"
and "Wonder Boys," "8
Mile" i also a movie about

f
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environment affects the
people who live in it- which,
naturally, makes the film even
more significant to those of
us who know what the title
means before the movie explains it. It's not a movie
about escaping; it's a movie
about changing.
Though "8 Mile," set in
1995, is inspired by Eminem • ·
remarkable real-life story-a
white boy who takes a black
idiom not just to a new audience but to a new level-it is

not just rejiggered autobiography. He's not playing
Eminem. he's playing Jimmy
Smith Jr., a kaR.abbit, a gifted
rapper who suffers the misfortune of not being what he
needs to be-i.e., black-or
where he needs to be-i.e ..
cw York or Los Angelesto be taken seriou sly.
Hi friend<;, especially
Future (Mekhi Phifer). the
emcee at the hip-hop hot
spot the Shelter, encourage
him. But when Jimmy finally

works up the courage to
prove himself, going rhymeto-rhyme with his rivals, he
fn.:c,..es.
He's also just broken up
with his girlfriend, who has
announced she is pregnant,
forcing him to mo\-e back into
a trailer park on 8 Mile with
hb hard-luck mom Stephanie
( Kim Basinger) and his little
,ister (Chloe Greenfield), on
whom he dotes. If that's not
embarrassing enough. his
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Local Orbit invades Tune's Rock Room
By Jorge J. Raub
Entertainment Editor
ra11bj@email.11ah.edu

Local Orbit rocked the
house at Tune\ Rock Room
this past Friday night playing their home,pun blend of
alt rock groo..,e, to a ,mall
but cnthu-,iastic cro\\d.
Local Orbit 1, fronted by
lead ,inger and guitarist Anthony icholson. alumnu, of
UAH. Completing the trio of
talented relative-newcomers
to the Hunts\ ille music ,cene
arc current UAH ,tudcnts
Jo<,h Cato, guitar, and Tony
White on drums.
For those who like their
rock loud and noisy, Local
Orbit i · your band. Their
. how is largely composed of
original material, but cover
songs such as Bush\ "Fugitive", Foo Fighter's '·All My
Life", Pete Yorn\ "Stange
Condition", and Da-,hboard
Confes~ional's .. creaming

Infidelities" were thrown in
for good measure.
I lighlights of the band's
17-song set include moody
numbers such as "Doubting
Thomas" and " Procession"
(during which White deftly
reco\-ered from a broken
drumstick), ballad, like 'The
Comer Song", and the occa,ional acou,tic trad, ,uch a,
..The Truth In The Matter".
Local Orbit", ,ongs tend
to be confessional piece-. and
cerebral composition!> that
range from edgy to pensive.
Showcasing the band's creativity was the finale "Bottle
of Recovery" which had an
improvised ending boasting
element<, of the Theme from
Top Gun and an obscure
Radiohead song.
There are a few different
ver-,ions of how the band
came together. Feeling there
wa.., something more to the
story, I talked to several
sources close to the band to
get the inside scoop. I feel

obligated to set the record
!.lraight.
It was rumored that Anthony answered an ad put out
by Josh who had aspirations
of Marting up hi, own band.
This is just not true. Anthony
and Josh met back in 1988.
when they were both in L.A.
trying out to be back up -,ingcr.. for the Michael Jalkson
Bae/ World Tour.
Chatting it up while waiting for their tum, to ,how
their '>tu ff before the King of
Pop, they disco, cred they
both hailed from north Alabama and became fast
friend<,. Fate nearly dealt a
fatal blow to their newfound
friendship when Anthony
made it to the final round of
tryouts and Josh was -.ent on
his way.
However, in a last minute
upset, Bubbles the Chimp
(who had his doubts about
Anthony from the first
round) decided he would be
unable to get along with him

for the extent of a lengthy
world tour. An ugly scene
ensued, which ended in Mr.
Nicholson being escorted
out of the building.
Luck1 ly th•~ tum of e, cnts
did not affect the ne" 1>
forged friend,hip. Hitchhik·
ing their way back to '"ect
home Alabama, the} ptd,ed
up drummer Tony White 1~
rest, as they so often ,ay. 1'
hi,tory.
The member, of ux:al Or·
bit were , cry plea..cd "illl thc
,how as well a, the rc,pon-.e
from the crowd. Tuey look
forward to playing at UA H',
upcoming Ramenfe t along
with local favc Saturn 5 who
also happened to open for
them Friday night.
For more information on
the band, head to th eir
website
at
http://
www.localorbit.com.
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Clock Tower restaurant has class
By James Fluhler
Restaurant Critic
jluhlej@uah.edu

This premier-eating establishment may not seem to be
a place that a UAH student
would willfully decide to go
out 10 eat at. However, service and excellent quality of
food certainly override many
restaurant alternatives one
passes on route.

The Clock Tower restaurant lacks atmosphere although it is quaint and clean,
white tablecloths and napkins are a nice addition as well.
The winning hand is the
wait staff. Our waiter was
David, who was prompt and
attentive but not overly doting. His service was friendly
and very effortless. 1t seemed
as though he had been working there for year .
The meal came to us

quickly and wa! pre.,ented
very well. The food was hot
and excellent in taste. The
entree I selected was Baked
Cod with a side of okra green
beans and corn.
The entrees con isted of:
one meat and two vegetable , one meat and three
vegetable. , or, for the vegetarian, a plate of four vegetables. The entrcc is self was
a choice pork, chicken, fish,
and even lamb.

Every meal comes with a
des ert, a choice of fruit cobbler or bread pudding.
Meals ranged from $6-$10
and the average tip was 15 20percent.
The Clock Tower serves
the regular on drink , sweet
or un weet tea, soda, coffee,
and hot cider at a fare of$1.50
with free refills.

l

Renaissance Theatre features dark
classic Who~ Afraid of Virginia Wolfe?
By Jorge J. Raub
Entertainment Editor
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This weekend Renai sance Theatre begins its run
of the Edward Albee classic
Who's Afraid of Virg inia
Wolfe?
Whos Afraid of Virginia
Wolfe? is the story of George
and Martha. He is a history
professor; she is the daughter of the university president. George and Martha arc
morbid alcoholics who engage in sadistic games of verbal assaults and affronts.
One evening they invite
Nick and Honey, a young,
idealistic, nai·ve couple, over
for drinks and emotional mayhem ensues as George and
Martha discover a whole new
game. Exploring the depths of
both hypocrisy and commitment, Who s Afraid of Virginia Wolfe ? digs bene ath
the veneer of c ivility into the
meat of life after the dreams
ha\e faded.
Playwright Edward Albee
b known a, one of America's

leading dramatists. His plays
changed the landscape of
American theatre forever
with their controversial
themes and uncompromising
storytelling.
Wolfe has been called a
moral modernist fable that
hits a raw nerve in audiences
for its profanity and emotional brutality. This is obvious for anyone who has
viewed the cinematic version,
the directorial debut of Mike
Nichols starring Elizabeth
Taylor and Richard Burton.
Albee considers this play
a black comedy. He himself
has described hi!. body of
work as ..an examination of
the American -Scene, an attack on the substitution of
artificial for real values in our
society, a condemnation of
complacency, cruelty, and
emasculation and vacuity, a
stand against the fiction that
everything in thi s slipping
land of our b peachy-keen."
Wolfe is mo t definitely
not peachy-keen. Despite the
tunnoil between George and

Martha, Albee argues that every one of his plays is an act
of optimism, because he
makes the assumption that it
is possible to communicate
with other people. Hey says
that those who believe Wolfe
is a love story and not a tragedy are closer to the truth.
Renai ssance Theatre's
production of Who Afraid of
Virginia Wolfe? is directed by
Lee Deal. It stars veteran Renaissance actors Gary Knight
and Robbie Shafer. Whether

s

the play is a black comedy,
twisted love story, or tragedy,
the people at Renaissance
Theatre invite you to come
and decide for yourself. This
is one play you are certain
you don' t want to miss.
The play runs this weekend, Thursday through Saturday, at 8 p.m. There is a
Sunday matinee at 2:30 p.m.
Tickets are $12. To reserve
seating, call 536-3434 or 5363117.

OPPORTUNITIES
C t O Hunl..!>,111

Thursday, ovember 7
Society for Ancient Languages Event: .. Anc ient Morality". Public reading and translation of Latin texts by members of the Society. Union Grove Gallery and Meeting HaJI
at 7 p .m. FREE
Friday, ovember 8
Face2Face lmprov appears at a new venue: the Madison
Coffee Company, located at 300 Hughes Road. I st Show 7:30 p.m., 2nd Show -9 p.m . Tickets purchased online arc
$6 eac h, at the d oo r $ I 0 . Bu on line at http: //
www.face2faceimprov.com.

ThursdaytoSunday, ovembcr7-10
Renaissance Theatre presents Edward Albee's c lassic
Who s Afraid of Virginia Wolfe? Starring Robbie Shafer and
Gary Knight. Thursday to Sunday performances are at 8
p.m. Sunday's matinee i at 2 p.m. Tickets are $ 12. For reservations, call 536-3434or536-3117.

Friday and Saturday, November 8-9
Ars Nova presents Romeo et Juliette by Charle s Gounod
at 7:30 at the VBC Playhouse. Opening night, November 8,
there will be a silent auction and complimentary champagne.
Tickets are now on sale at Parisian, Parkway Place Mall and
Shaver's Bookstore. Please call Ars ova at 883-1105 for
tickets or infonnation.
Madison Community Chorus presents NUNSENSE II ...
The Second Coming . Showtime is at 7 p.m. at Butler High
School Auditorium. For more information or tickets please
phone 316-0521 or 3 16-0522, visit them on the web at http:/
/www.knology.net/~madisonchorus or even send email to
madisonchorus@knology.net

Saturday, ovembcr 9
UAH Wind Ensemble Fall Concert directed by Dr. Don
Bowyer. Roberts Recital Hall at 7 :30 p.m. FREE
The Huntsville Traditional Music Association presents a
HTMA Special Concert featuring Isla. an exceptional Channing Celtic band from Nashville; opening performance by
Hunt ville's own Good Fortune Ceilidh group at 8 p.m. at
Chan Auditorium. Tic kets are $ I 0. For more information
visit http:// www.huntwill efolk.org or c all 880-9482.

Tuesday, ovembcr 12
The Princess Theatre presents: The Travelogue Serie~ Biblical Treasures of Turkey at 7 p .m . at the Prince,s located on 2nd Avenue in Decatur. For tickeb and more information visit http://www.princcssthcatre.org.
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U ncc:rtiin ty rulc:s. Supc:rstit ions ibound.
Why explore iJone? USAC. i consortium
of 27 US. univeuitics bas berth; aviibble for
tout·bc.trted individuals. With programs in 19
countries and as musy ycm of experience. DO ooc
is better equipped to help you reach your tudy

abroad pis. USAC. Your gateway to the world.

Your Gateway
~~World
u

tralia

Chile • Chim • Cuch Republic
Rica • lknnurk • England
l'rancc • Gcnnany · Gm · lrcland
lsmd • Ital} • 1alu • ' \' 7.cabnd • :otland • ~pain
woocn • Tiuihncl

Univmity crtdit
Jcholarships availahh
~nguagt classes at all lt'Vtis
c:Month, summer, wnm.er &yearlang progranu
Wilk range ofacademic courses
lntunsbips
'J'uld trips &tours
Jmalldasm

U§

UNlVI.RSITY
STUDIES
ABROAD
CO~SORTlUM

The Hunb\.ille-Madison County Public Library presents
the lecture/di scu-;sion ~cries " Captain Harry" at noon at
the Main Branch of the library, Monroe Street. Bring your
lunch and enjoy Dr. Andrew Dunar's (U AH History dept)
presentation on Truman's WWI experie nces and their impact on h is pre~ide ncy. For more info rmation e-mail:
bethdcan @hpl.l ib.a l.us

Job opportunities available
at 1he Exponent.
Available positions:

Sales Associates

.

Reverend Roy Hulling
Chaplain Services, Dating and Marriage
Counseling Pregnancy Crisis Counseling,
and Depression Counseling
For more Information call:
721.9496 (home) or 772.9496 (Office)
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Osbournes' mom Sharon ready to boot the TV
By Stephen Battaglio
New York Daily News

MTV's camera are no
longer welcome at "The
Osbournes.··
Sharon O bourne, the reality fami ly's matriarc h, says
the second season of the
show, which begins Nov. 26.
will be the last.
·•we can't do it anymore,"
O sbourne told Barbara
Walters in an interview airing
Wedne<;day on ABC's "20/
20." " It's not even a year. It'

Times valid
11·8 through 11-15
Brown Sugar (PG 13)

1:10 4:10 7:10 9:30
The Stanta Clause 2 (G)

12:00 12:10 2:30 2:40
5:00 5:10 7:20
7:30 9:30 9:45

probably
another
I0
(shows). Another 10 shows
and I'm out."
However, Osbourne
backed off a bit Monday and
issued a statement saying
she had "every intention of
fulfilling my commitment to
MTV for a full 20 episodes."
Sharon Osbourne was the
mastermind of the wildly
popular MTV series, which
provided a glimpse into the
bii.arrely comical home life of
her aging rock star husband,
Ozzy, and their two children,
Kelly and Jack. She also bar-

gained to get a high sevenfigure deal for a second sea'>On.

But now he regrets ever
letting MTV's crews into her
home.
··t think ifwe were to do it
over again, we wouldn't have
done the <;how," Osbourne
said in the inteniew, the
family's first since she announced this sum mer that
she has colon cancer.
"It's changed us all so
much," she said, noting that
her teen-aged children now
have business managers and

agents.
Osbo urn e said the
family's commitment to a second season has made it
harder to deal with her illness. The cameras have contin ued to roll, even as she
struggle with the effects of
chemotherapy.
Her children have been
brave and supportive, she
said. But O zzy has been
"frightened, terrified" and
driven to drink.
"Ozzy's been hitting the
bottle again," she said. ''And
we agreed to do the how and

Jackass: The Movie (R)

1:00 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:40
I Spy (PG 13) 12:00
12:30 2:15 2:45 4 :30 5:00
7:00 7:30 9:15 9 :45
Knockaround Guys (R)
9:30 (only)

.Jhe Exponent's Weekly Top

White Oleander (PG 13)
4:009:20

10

The Transporter (PG 13)
1:007:00
Red Dragon (R)

Top Ten Hits
1. Eminem "Lose Yourself
2. Nelly "Dilemma"

1:30 4:15 7:00 9:45
The Tuxedo (PG 13)

Top Ten Movies
1. Jacka**
2. The Ring
3. Ghost Ship
~
4. Sweet Home Alabama
•
5. My Big Fat Greek Wedding DI
6. Red Dragon
:s
7. Punch-Drunk Love
a.
8. Jonah
:I:
9. The Transporter
o
10. Brown Sugar
;-

3. Missy Elliot "Work It"
4. Cam'ron "Hey Ma"
5. Kelly Clarkson "A Moment Like This"
6. No Doubt "Underneatn It All"
7. LL Cool J "Luv U Better"
8. Madonna "Die Another Day"
9. Santana "The Game Of Love"
10. Eve "Gangsta Lovin"'

1:30 3:30 5:30 7:30
Paid In Full (R)
1:00 3:05 5:10
7:209:30

* Denotes no passes

Who directed
the 1977 movie

Star Wars?

•

The first 2 people with the correct answer for the Movie Trivia will
win movie tickets. ONLY 2 pairs of tickets will be given away
each week. Tickets for any trivia will be distributed on a first-come,
first-serve basis from 1-3 p.m. on Friday. No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia. Please see Jennifer Hill in The Exponent office only between the hours specified
above. Tickets good at Decatur and Huntsville carmike locations.

Now
Work for

the Best
Customer Service Representatives

$8 •50*

I o 00

Per hour guaranteed base wage

Potential to earn up to$

•

Per hour with
perfonnance incentives
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S6 the cameras are here all the
time. So it's a little bit invasive right now and we have
no privacy. You know when
you' re sic k you want to be
on your own? And I can't
throw up on my own and
Ozzy can't get drunk on his
own."
Aimee Osbourne, the oldest daughter. who refused to
participate in the MTV show,
told Walters that her father
would not be able to go on if
Sharon does not recover.
" I don ' t think he would
last more than a year w ithout
her," she ~aid. "No doubt in
my mind."
Meanwhile, ABC ha s
tapped the Osbourne family
to serve as hosts of the J anuary edition of the ''American
Music Awards."

Apply Now!

Monday-f=riday, 8 a..m.-5 p.m.

5000 Bradford Drive • Cummings Research Park East

Huntsville • 86◄-9600
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Editorial
V15Efrompage1 - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - quired to see an advisor prior said Lewis.
'"The re is also a onecnts become more proactive to registration each semester.
'"Advisors have also re- credit course, U V IO I (Inn their educational process. It is an ABET requirement cently been discussing ways troduction to University Life)
he advising process is a that engineering students re- to help students in academic that covers academic policies
wo-way communication be- ceive regular guidance, pro- difficulties before they can be and procedure, what to exween student and advisor fessional and academic, from academically dismissed. In pect from the college experiegarding what the student's advisors in their department." other words, advising inter- ence, where to find campus
areer and life goals are."
Students in the Colleges vention," said Susan Gill, resources, etc., which I highly
'"Advisors are there to of Liberal Arts and Science Certification Officer for the recommend to any tudent."
elp tudents in making de- who have not filed a program Department of Education. added Gill.
isions that help in complet- of study also must meet with "Academic advisors can reAll the academic advisors
·ng degree requirements not their college advisor each se- fer students in trouble to in- want to help you no t only
rolonging them. Advising is mester to plan and sign dividuals on campus who with your academic career
service without strings at- schedules. "Even though can help. The Student Devel- but with any questions o r
ached and is free and avail- students have to have me opment Office offers several co ncern s you may have.
ble to anyone wishing to 'sign off on their classes' and workshops each semester on Also. remember that pre-regtake advantage of the in- they are ultimately respon- topics such as: Time Man- istration is this week so consights and he lp available," sible for choosing courses, agement, Stress Reduction, tact your advisor soon to
~aid Laura E. Mann, Assis- there are reasons to get help Study Skill'>, Juggling Family ensure you get in the classes
tant Director for Nursing Stu- with this process. There i · a and College Life, Communi- you want and avoid the long
dent Affair~.
lot to know about UAH and cation Skills, and Career As- lines during walk-in hours.
According to Bower, "En- it helps to have someone sessment (through the Career
gineering students are re- working for your well being," Services Office).

s advi ors is to help stu-

HOCKEYfrompage1 - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - perhaps very bad) hockey I 0,000 screaming fans at ev- i increasing every year. o the boys from the South take
fans and to increase student ery game, Charger Hockey matter what, there will always the ice.
enthusiasm at games.
has a lot of student suppon be some crazy fans that will
While we may not have and enthusiasm for the game drive sixteen hours to watch
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The riddle that
can't be answered
By James A. Haught
The Cliarlesto11 Gazette
(KRT)
Last week, the Bill Moyers public television agency
flew me to New York to join a circle of theologians and
scho lars di cu\sing a baffling question: Why is relig ion
_ which universally teaches love, forgivene ~~ and brotherhood - entwined in so much murder and hate around
the world?
As cameras rolled, our eight-member group debated
for two hours, but found few answers. At the end, we
had no solutions. The contradiction can't even be explained, let alone corrected.
My role, as a news editor, was to outline the enormity
of the problem, which unfolds day after day in international news reports. My outline went like this:
Since the Cold War ended, most of the horrors around
the planet have involved religion, in one way or another.
America's Sept. 11 al-Qaeda tragedy was a grotesque
and spectacular example, but there are many others:
- Muslims and Christians kill each other daily in
Sudan.
- Hindu Tamils and Buddhist Sinhalese kill each other
in Sri Lanka.
-Catholics and Protestants still kill each other occas ionally in Ulster.
- The tragic civi l war that shattered Yugoslavia in the
I 990s was between Onhodox Christi~ Serbs, Catholic
Croats and Muslim Bosnians and Kosovars.
-Previously, the tragic civil war that shattered Lebanon in the 1980s was between militias of Maronite Christians, Shi'ite Muslims, Sunni Muslims, Alawite Mus lims,
Druses, etc.
- India is cursed by recurring bloodshed between
Hindus, Muslims and occasionally Sikhs. Three of India ·s
Gandhis-Mohandas, Indira and Raj iv-were killed by
zealoh.
Mu..,lim fanatics have killed about 100,()()() people
in Algeria ,ince the early 1990s. True Believer-, shot high
,chool girls in the face for not wearing veib.
- Muslim fanatics killed defen\eless tourist.., in Egypt,
plus Coptic Chri..,tiam,. They assassinated Pre,ident
Anwar Sadat.
Mw,lim~ and Chri,tians kill each other spomdically
in igeria-and Indonesia-and Azerbaijan and the
Philippines. etc.
-On Cyprus, U. . peacekeeping troops ha\.e been
holding Christian Greeks and Muslim Turks apart forthrcc
decades, lest they slaughter each other.
- The Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini created the
world's cruelest d ictatorship in Iran-then the Taliban
created an even-crueler one in Afghanistan. The theocracies were stunningly e\ ii.
- Fundamentalist extremists occa~ionally kill doctors
and nurses at American abonion clinics.
Cults add to the horror. The Waco cult massacre w~
somewhat a replay of the Jonestown cult massacre. Supreme Truth cultists planted nerve gas in Tokyo's subway to kill commuters. Baghwan Rajncesh cultists planted
salmonella germs in salad bars at Oregon restaurants.
In all these nightmares, it's extremely difficult to determine whether religion is a major cause, or merely a
fringe factor. Most religio-ethnic conflicts also involve
politics, language, economics, power-grabbing, demagoguery and other element\. For example, I rael 's gha.'>ll y
conflict is chiefl y between Jews and Muslims, yet it's
basically a struggle fo r land. (But recruitment of suicide
bombers is easier with the promise that "martyrs" enjoy
heaven with lovely houri nymphs.) Prime Minister Yiu.hak
Rabin was assas..,inated by a fanatic Jew.
"Religiou, tribali4,m" i.., a phra..,e ,ometime'> applied to
the Catholic-Protestant ,trife in Ulster. Many of the hatefilled adYersarie'> ne\ er attend church-yet their family
religious label-, pit them against each other. From childhood. each Ulsterite knows who\ '"the enemy"-it ·s the
people in the opposing religiou.., neighborhoods. Relig ion separates them into hostile "tribes."
Actually, religious killing and per<,ecution are as old
as hi'itory. A pattern can be traced through the era of
human 'acrifice, the Crusades, the Inquisition, jihads,
Reformation wars, pogroms, etc.
Did you know that Catholic-Protestant strife cau-;ed a
deadly cannon battle in Philadelphia in 1844? Or that
RIDDLE page 11
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Where to go from here
By Geof F. Morris
Opinion Writer

morrisg@emaiLuah.edu

I hope everyone is having a good week here at UAH
and beginning to get geared up for finals. There are many
things happening across campus that should make the
time more bearable.
As mo t of you probably know, next weekend i the
UAH Hockey team's first et of home game . I'd like to
invite all of you out to support Charger Athletics, and
show everyone that UAH docs have school spirit. SGA
along with University Housing and the Resident Student
Association arc planning to take several bu ses of people
to eat and then to the game, and there will be plenty of
giveaways. Special thanks to Resident Advisor James
Johnson for all his hard work in organizing this event. If
you arc interested, be on the lookout for tlyers around
campus for more details. Also, this Sunday, our Volleyball team has a home game at Spragins Hall, so be sure to
stop by and show your support.
SGA has been busy tackling many issues across campus. Both the I louse and Senate have been making several steps towards making this campus better, and I would
Ii ke to thank all of our members for all of their hard work
and dedication. Some of the most recent issues to be
addressed were the possibility of creating additional 20minute parking and improvements to the now oftraflic at
Southeast Campus Housing. The Senate also hosted a
Speak Out forum this Wednesday night to help gather
the concerns of the students. If you were unable to make
the forum, your comments and suggestions are always
welcome. You can drop them by the SGA office, or pass
them along to one of your representatives.
SGA is also working on the creation of a club server,
as well as a student-oriented website gatheri ng together
all the most usefu l information and resources across the
campus under the direction of C lay Durrett. This server
would provide a large amount of storage !>pace for any
club wi-,hing to have webspace, as well a, provide many
additional resources for students including a campuswide calendar so you never have to wonder what i, going on. Clay is also in charge of the Campu .net monitors
you have seen popping up around campus, so be sure to
ched. them for may events happening around UAH. If
you have any ideas for the server or upgraded website,
please pass them along to us.
Lastly, 1 hope everyone got out to , ote this week.
Voting i, our greatest right as citizens, and can truly make
a difference. We are still looking to fill a few positions in
SGA if anyone is interested, especiall y those interested
in filling our Judicial Council or one of the few legi lative
positions that have opened up. Feel free to contact me at
frederl@uah.edu if you arc interested in these positions
or any others that may arise. Ha,e a good week!

VOICES
Contact Rhonda Mann at

334.213.2410
for more Information

\oKc:s lor ,\lal\Jrna· Cluldrc:n

Where do we go from
here? The key to growth for
this University is traditional
undergraduates who come in
and take classes full-time.
Now, if they hang out with
the rest of us folk for any
length of time, they' ll begin
to work and go to school simultaneously-and there's
not a thing wrong with that.
But how do you go about
finding these students and
getting them to come here?
Simply put, you have to make
UAH feel like a slice of home.
I remember my recruiting visit
to UAH in the summer of
1996-1 hadn't started my
senior year of high <,chool,
but I wanted to find my
school before my senior year
so I could relax and focus on
getting good grades and
having a good time. I went

the place was pretty empty,
but even so, everyone was
friendly. My campus tour the
next morning was also great
fun, and in wandering around
an empty campus, I envisioned it to be filled with fun
people like me [heh I who'd
enjoy their time here and
tudy on occasion.
Oops. Probably a good
thing that I didn't come in,
say, October.
You've got to offer the
things of home: a roof over
your head, a p lace to cat, a
place to park your car. UAH
does that, but if we ever decided to do anything radical,
like forcing all freshmen to
live on campus, we'd be out
of luck. And frankly, that
brings me to a point: if all our
freshmen were required to
live on campus, we· d be a lot

up to Tennessee, where my
dad had taught for a while,
and while a visit to the city
of my birth was fun, and the
thought of singi ng Rocky
Top on six or seven Saturdays a year seemed great, I
decided that it wouldn't be
my first choice.
I came back through
Huntsville and stopped at
this school that l 'd only
heard of before. I'd gone to
Space Camp, twice-okay,
so I was a dork even back
then-and even though I'd
been to Spragins Hall for the
water part of Academy II, I
barely remembered UAH at
all. The only thing I knew is
that it was on Exit 15 on l-

565.
My mother and I came in
and stayed the night in
CCRH. Itwassummertime,so

better off.
Why? Think about this: if
they all lived together, they'd
have some semblance of
community. Mind you, it
might be a riotous, miserable,
angry, gun-toting community,
but any community is better
than no community.
Think about it: all the
•'fun" places to go to school
have high percentages of students living on campus. If
every single bed was filled in
University Housing right
now, we'd have maybe 20
percent of our students living on campus. I could find
specific numbers, but you get
my point.
What would that community create? First, it would
develop its own identity.
Communities have a way of

GEOFpagell

Perpendicular Perspectives: U.N. Input
By Geof F. Morris
Opi11io11 Writer

morrisg@email.uah.edu
You know, this article i-,
going to seem ideologically
inconsistent. When Anthony and I discussed Iraq
about a month ago, I wa~ the
one arguing for input from
Congrc\s. Of course. I was
making a purely Constitutional argument under the
pro\- is ion<, of Congress to
grant the President the power
to make war.
1 ow, as the United Nations seems to be dilly-dallying around, deciding whether
or not they dare take off their
lily white g loves and get their
hand, just the slightest bit
dirty, I'm rapidly losing patience with them. It's becoming increa-,ingly clear that the
U.N. doesn't want to give
George W. Bu,h the mandate
to prosec ute a war on
Saddam llus ... cin for their
O\\-n "illy. petty reason ....
Concerns that the United
State, would tum Iraq into a
L S. protectorate may be
, alid. but is that a rea..,onable
C,\pectation·> I may be a little
rusty on my U.S. hi..,tory. but
the la,t protectorate that I
can remember i, the Philippines, \\-hich we gladly let go
a, ,oon as we could. rm
thinking that Iraq \\-ill end up
being more like po,t-WWII

By Anthony Holden

Part
Germany, where we serve as
an Am1y of Occupation while
the people begin to take control of their government for
the first time.
Some ,ay that the Americans want to impo,c a Western-friendly government in
Iraq. I don't think that's the
case-I think wc'dju,t rather
sec something approaching
democrncy put in place. True
democratic republics rarely, if
ever, go to war with each
other. War is U'>ually fought
by scared men who suddenly
reali,c the power that is
within their grasp.
Whether or not you think
George W. Bush fall'> into
that category is secondary:
the Congress has a,sentcd
to hi" ideas, and they're our
elected reprcsentati,cs over
there in wa...hington. If you
didn't like it, \\-CII, you had
your opportunity on Tuesday to make your , mcc
heard on that and many other
,ubjects. (You did -.ote.
didn't you?)
But do we need support
from the U to go into Iraq?
. \.\-ent
I \.\-ould ,ay no: the
along \.\- ith the US back in
1990-91 only bccau,c state
..,o,crcignty (Kuwait) had
see PART 1 page 11

Opinion Writer

holdffla@cmail.uah.edu
After the Clinton years, I
didn't think it would be possible to restore honor and integrity to the office of the
Pre-.idcnt, but President
George W. Bush has done
just that. Long ha<, it been
since we had a true leader in
the White I louse that stands
firm on policy and doesn't
change his position on issues based on the polling
number,. Unlike Clinton's
ultimate frat party, our beloved president run the
White House like a business,
and his business is to protect the citizen<, of the United
States.
After September I I, 200 I ,
Prci;idcnt Bush called out
many regime-, that posed a
terrori,t threat to our nation.
Among them was Iraq.
Saddam Hu.....,ein'<, attempts
to gain weapons of mass
murder pose an even greater
threat to u, than other coun
tric-. that already ha\ e the\e
weapon,. Unlike the other
countries that ha,e these
weapons as deterrent\
again,t attack. there 1, ,uffi
cicnt e\ idcncc that Saddam
Hu,,cin \.\-Ould U\C these
\\-Capon, again,t u, and the
re,1 of the world.
Ha, ing ,aid that, what I

I

I

am about to say may come as
a bit of a shock. In light of
the fact that the world continues to get smaller and
smaller via big bu,iness and
the internet, the politics of
the situation seem to o, erwhelm the principal of preemptive strikes against Iraq.
We often forget that the rest
of the world docs not hold
the same values we hold, nor
have freedom of the press.
State-sponsored media controls much of the rest of the
world.
If world leaders are
against the allack, they can
easily channel opinion and
rally world opinion again'>!
us. The theocracies in the region complicate matters further a,; Saddam Hussein will
attempt to goad Israel into the
contlict and rally the region
again,t the Jews. Iraqi ,ym
pathi,crs could unleash more
terror attack, on u, or supply the Iraqis with weapon,.
Thi, ,ituat10n i, ,o , olatile
that it could explode into
W\.VIII.
Although we arc totally
ju,tificd in going after the
Iraqi regime. we need the cndtmemcnt of the U. . By not
gaining U. . ,upport, we cnsee PART2page 11
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mom i sleeping wil h a jerk
\I/horn J ·immy and h·, .••' fn·ends
\vent to h ·1gh school w1·1h
(Michael Shannon) and who
th ·i nks tnus· 1· c di· ed when
Lynyrd Skynyrd went down
in that plane crash.
To get gas for a beater that
barely runs, Jimmy tal<es a job
at the New Detroit Stamping
Plant. But he spends hi s
nights crujsing Detroit with
h ·1 s Three One Tot.rd crewambitious Future, big-hearted
S ol (Omar Benson Miller),
politicized DJ Iz (De' Angelo
Wilson), and hapless Cheddar Bob (Evan Jones).
Over the rock-s teady
beats of 2Pac, Biggie and
Naughty by Nature. they talk

about what young men in
De tr01·1 talk a bout: getting
. a
record d ea I, getting
.
b etter
jobs, getting along with their
fam1·1·1es, ge11 -mg out, getting
.

an acti\e character. The De-

, ide i-; between tho-,e who

troit of "8 Mile" is not the
murder-capital he II hole of
movies whose maker~ never

got and those who grab.
I ha\e little idea how much
of this life Mathen, actually

...,

o n in a city that can't even
get it together to tear down
an abandoned house where
a little girl was raped.
A bad night is when Three
One Third gets into it with tival tribe Free World; a good
one 1s
. when 1·1mmy runs .mto
Alex (Brittany Murphy), a
would-be model saving

came closer than , oronto. It
is a city where the American
dream of a good job, a reliable future and the security
of a family and steadfast values were o nce made manifest
and whose ruins arc now a
cruel everyday reminder of
d e1eat
c
.
to Jimmy
and Th ree
One Third.
The film has been beauti-

money to go to New York by
workingatlntermezzorestaurant.
The movie is littered with
inside Detroit references, and
it effectively mal<es the city

fully shot by cinematographer
Rodrigo Prieto. The movie's
Detroit will also be recognizable to Detroiters as a place
where the race card is played
facedown, where the real di-

li,ed before becoming
Eminem, champion of the
aJienated, scourge of civilized
society. But I can say that his
performance is ru, convincing
a it is charismatic; he's in
virtually every scene of "8
Mile," and you can ' t take
your eye o ffh.1m.
He doesn't actually how
ffth kill th
h' h
es s atgot im ere
o
until the movie is more than a
third over, in a parking lo t
where he busts a rhymer
who's been ragging on a gay
fellow employee. The scene
may be calculated to counter

the accusation that the real
Eminem is a homophobe, in
the same way that "8 Mile"'
goes out of its way to denounce gun violence, but it's
a brilliant calculation. By the
time Jimmy finally takes the
stage at the Shelter to make
hi Sland, we're rooting for
him like we did for Rocky
Balboa.
" Rocky" is an o bvious
in piration for Scott Silver's
script, which also o wes a
debt to "Saturday Night Fever." However, "8 Mile"
leaves its far more articulate

who ha\e had concerns
about the O\.erwhelming impact hip-hop ha\ had on
youth culture with a better.
clearer understanding of
what young men lil..e Jimmy
want and why they want it. If
they want to burn down the
house, argues thi powerful
po rtrait, it's because they
want to build a new home for
themselve.
8 MILE - 4 stars - Rated R:
language, violence, sexual
situations - Running time: 2
hours, 6 minutes

hero at a far more reali tic
th
juncture in his Ufeat e film's
nd
e ·
It also leaves those of us

PART1from page10 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
been violated. State sovereignty hasn't been violated
here, and the U. N. won't dare
dirty their lily-white hands.
Hussein has flouted the 1991
cease-fire agreement almost

from the start, and no one at
the U.N. has much seemed to
care. The U.N. is a babble of
political nothingness told by
idiots: full of sound and fury,
sign ifying nothing.

The recent U.S. strike in
Yemeni t erritory should
serve to remind the world that
our country, after late 200 I,
realizes that we have to take
an active role in prosecuting

terrorists. Hussein presents
the biggest terrorist threat
yet: omeone willing to violate state sovereignty, nout
international law, and fund
and arm terrorists at every

tum. Failing to act soone r
rather than later may mean
that terrorists have the means
to do things to our country
that we can't imagine. I'd
rather act without support

than react with the blood of
more American dead on o ur
hand.

mDDLEfrompage9---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Shi'ite Mu~lims have massacred thou ·ands of Baha' is in
lran ince the offshoot religion began? Or that the
world's wor t religious war,
the Taiping Rebellion, killed
an estimated 20 million Chinese in the I 850s?
Don't forget the West Virginfa textbook war in 1974.
Fundamentalists decided

that new Kanawha County
schoolboo ks were "godle s." They held stormy protests, staged a school boyco tt and turn ed violent.
Schools were dynamited.
Two people were shot.
Schoo l buses had bullet
holes. A preacher and his followers went to federal prison.
Court testimony said they

discussed wiring dynamite
caps into the gas tanks of
cars in which families drove
their c hildren to school, defying the boycott. Thank
heaven, the militants didn't
actually bum kids to death to
prove how morally superior
they were.
When
2 00
young
nightclubbers were killed in

Bali thi-, month, it was assumed that the bombs were
planted by alcohol-hating,
sex-hating, fun-hating, Islamic extremists.
When Chechnyan militants seized a Moscow theater last week, they carried
Korans and vowed to become "martyrs" while killing
" infidels."

I won't be surprised if the
Washington-area sniper proc la ims that he did it for God.
The Bill Moyers discussion is expected to air later
this year. But it won't settle
anything. All the partic ipants -Moyers, a Muslim
scholar, a Princeton phllosopher, three Christian theologians, an international write r

and I-were at a lo s to decipher the riddle.
If anyone knows why religion, which espouses kindness, is stained with so much
gore, I wish you'd explain it
tome.

GEOFfrom p a g e l O - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - doing that with little external
input: they form hierarchies,
clique , etc. It's high school,
writ large, unless you give
them something to do.
That brings me to the next
thing: bread and circus. o,
I'm not thinking of appeasing people into thinking that
UAH is a fun place to be with
regular concerts, but let\ be
honest: if you ha, can entire
UAH freshman cla,s li\ing
on campu~. they're going to
need something to do in the

3.5 hours a week that they
won ' t be studying or playing
PlayStation. It's one of those
cases of, " If you host it and
give free food, they'll probably come, and heck, they
might have a good time."
ACE has done a rea. onable job of presenting those
kinds of events, and the best
thing they've done i-, to build
the expectation that there will
be something to do on our
campus every Wednesday
night. But that's not enough.

Mid-week tuff is greatshoot, I tuned o ut of the
studying mode by Wednesday afternoon when I was an
undergrad- but the big time
is the weekend. Ever hung
out on campu'> on a weekend? Depressing, isn't it?
Something needs to happen

then, too.
Of course, both of these
things-and other things I'd
mention given enough time,
space, and caffeine--all require funds. Our lovely government down in Montgomery hasn't seen fit to grant
our beloved alma mater with

much in the way of funds:
we're really a state-subsidiLed rather than a statefunded institution, as something less than two-fifths of
the total UAH budget comes
from ~tatc coifen-.. We ·ve got
to do -,omething about this,
too.

Ideas? Love to hear them.

I keep waiting for the fun Letters to the Editor this year;
apparently they o nly occur if
I dare to critici.le the Greek
system. I know that I'm not
right all the time, so you
might as well when I'm
wrong.

Campus Club Wire

PART2from page 10 - - - - - - - - - - danger out interests at home
and abroad. By pressuring
the U.N. to tal<e action, it abolves u from bearing the
ri sks and responsibilities
alo ne. The U.S. is already
viewed as a bully around the
world, and it is not in our be t
interest to train relations any
more than they already are.
In business school, we are
taught that there is nothing
more costly than a lost customer. If we lose the patronage of our foreign neighbors
(i.e. cu tomers), it could take
decades to re-establish world
trade. In tead of nations not
trading with Cuba or Iraq, the

world nations could declare
a boycott or an embargo on
o ur goods and service . Our
eco nomy and ou r people
could s uffer another Great
Depression.
We have to look out for
interest , but attacking Iraq
alone exposes u up to everal uncertaintie from Iraqi
sympathizer . President
Bush mu t maintain his po ition and pre ure the U. . to
live up to it obligation and
e nforce its re olutio ns. Once
the U.N. is onboard, we
safely di mantle the ticking
time bomb of Iraq.

-

The Society for Ancient Languages presents Ancient Morality, with readings from Cicero, Catullus, Ovid, Marcu
Aureliu , and Pliny. Find out what you probably shouldn't have done in ancient Rome on Thursday,
in the Union Grove Gallery.

ovember 7 at 7 p.m.

The Science Ambassadors are hosting a college of Science night at the first UAH home game Friday Nov. 151h • Science
tudents are encouraged to attend and show their '>Upport a.<, we will be eated together in a designated , ection. Stay
connected for more detail . They would like to invite UAH students out to movie night. The next three . hows and dates
are ru, follows: Nov. 12• -star War Episode II (relea. e date) and NO\. 19"'- Blade II. Movie night w ill be held in Wilson
Hall room 141 and will begin at 8 p.m. Drink. and food are allowed.

Marketing Club Meeting, ovember 12at 7 p.m. Adminbtrative Science Building Rm 123 Free Food!
The AH Chess Club. A place to meet, to share, to compete, to grow. Life is simpler here - win, lose o r draw. Ju t et up the
piece and play again. Worth doing. W 7:30- 11 :00 p.m., Room 133, UAH Student Center.

CHARGERS from page 11 - - - - - - - - After the race, Coach Cain
lated, "This is the fastest
men's and women's teams we
have ever had at UAH. Five
of the women finished under
19:30, and the top five UAH
men ran under27:00."

Editors Note: it~t l:xponmt reserves the right to edit all submissions for content. Due to space requiremems, please
limit announcemems to approximately 75 words. All submissions must be given directly to Jennifer Hill, Editor in The
Exponent office, 104 University Center or emailed to Jennifer Hill at exponent@email.uah.edu no later than 2 p.m. 011
Friday. No submissions left in the drop-box will be printed. Announcements are preferred 011 disk. Announcements with
graphics will not be accepted.

The Chargers run thi s
Saturday in the Regio n a l
Championship at Sharon
Johnston Park. The me n 's
IOK race begins at 9 a.m., and
the women 's 6 K starts at I 0.

Black Student Association (B A) - On Thursday, ovember 14, 2002 in the University Center Exhibit Hall B at 7:00 p.m.,
there will be a Self-defense clas provided by the Huntsville Police Department. Thi session is FREE and ONLY for
WOME . Please come out and support! Open to A LL FEMALES!

The UAH Student Sociology As.wclation will be hosting a screening of two documentary films "Side Tracks: Home le in
ew York" and "Fast Food Women". The creening will be he ld Thursday,

ovember 7th beginning at 8 p.m. in M orton

Hall, Room 200.

Read the Exponent online at www.u~-~~?CP~~~nt.com
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Classifieds
Fasteners

Crossword 101
2

Across

3

..

By J<:d Canty

1:,

5

I C ompuh.. r foc..ldcr

I

6 Indi fferent person
I I Blac kball
14 l I kc a -,tr1.;1,; fighter
15 Like a
\ ( .ipartmcnt
loJJ-K mn,.11.,
17 Precbcly
19 Parcel of land
20 Cowboy competition
21 _ _ lily
23 '85 best film award
27 Hyde'. partner
28 Tilt the boat again
29 _ _ _ bracelet
31 Broadway event
32 Consciou'>
33 ATO member
36 \ ,1 onsu..-r
37 DC players for short
38 Pierce
39 Dream reaction: .\cronym
40 Michigan city
4 1 Ro tund in<lh i<lual
4 2 Lamb's uttering
4 4 Bo ,lls
45 Be quiet
4 7 Pab
48 Paint type
49 Escargot
51 Hill dweller
52 Something hit in
an emergency
58 Bronx cheer
59 Solely
60 Retaliate
61 Violate a Commandment
62 Acted like a carpenter
63 Terra finna

Down
I OJ's trier
2 cgativc prefix
3 Option to sell a stock
4 Yuk!

5 St. _ _ of A, ila
B~GFR

7

a

t

10

13

1G

11

11

20

ll

I"
12

22

24

:za

,..

:u

35

48

51
511

51

6 Gulf War mi sites
7 arryall
8 Golden Ruic word
9 \ilatrimonial words
IO Boston Pops performance
l I Umbilical cord scar
12 C-ornl reef is land
13 Relating to birth
18 Boxing match
22 Alias:Abbr
23 Intense feeling
24 Combine corporat1ons
25 lock r.id10 control
26 Coin
27 Bump around
29 David's weapon
30 Coin
32 Blood-related
34 Gorged
35 Chasm
37 Slide involuntarily
38 onnal
40 A ocial blunde r
41 Lack of ucccss
43 Consumed

ociate • PO Bo 461 chcnectad~,

44 Infant's bed

IIJ

45 Chunks of Bacon
46 orth Vietnam city
47 Turned toward
49 Weather word
50 Baseball club
53 Precedes carte
54 Be, cragc made of
leaves
55 Mariner
56 Fall mo.
57 Indefinitely large number

Quotable Quote

The reason there are
two senators for each
state is so that one can
be the designated
driver.

n>'igation Bar.

by phll flicklnger (www.l-e-x.ex>m)
• • • So t H HOl'IC ON BUI\K , AND

t.EX IS AMAZING, SO I C6ULPN'T

HI! V~

SOl'IE ST,:AH,E REASOl'I IVli
AGREED "lb l'IUT" N'r' E'X- 8<1ifi1ENC>

F"u~E ou,- WN'i

MUST BE

A6iE£t>
TO ~ET UP WITH 1ne,,w.
!tEALIZED .. .

Samsung Cell Pho ne. Model
NI 05 Used condition, only 5
Months old. Includes: House
charger, Ear Piece, Car
Charger, sim c hip, a nd
Manual.
Works
with
Voicestream, Tmobil, and
Powertel. Asking $65. Please
call 426-7920.

----

1998 Lumina LT'Z, 3800Y6,
Sport perf., alloy wheels,
c ruise, air, keyless entry,
power locks &windows, 61 K
miles, $7600. 837-6464
For SaJe: Household Goods:
Microwave oven $50, Bedroom Set (white solid wood)
$300, Child's Lamp (Boy with
Dog) $9, Chair $25, Suitcase
$ I0, Moving Boxes (Med to
Large Sizes) $3.00 Medium/
$5.00 Large, B&W TY 12"
$25, Original Art starting @
$300, Good Used Stuff. 8820173 (Day).

JOBS
POSfALJOBS $9.19-$14.32
+ Bennefits, No Exp.
For App. &Exam Info, Call
1-800-495--55 14 Ext. 0052
8 a.m.-9p.mfl-Days
Sailboat Crew Wanted-Experienced foredeck person
(student
or
faculty)
needed to sail some Saturdays and/or Sundays this fall
on Wheeler Lake. Transportation provided if needed. Call
824-2327 and leave a message
or write ontogeny I @ earth
link.net.

IDBBEfTSPORTS

Y 12309 • \ti it our llCb ite at www.gfrpuz.de .com

I

1985 Ho nda Accord white
with black hood, sunroof. 5
speed, needs brakes. 180k
miles. $800. Call 864-2528.

• • • Jay Leno

For ans,.ers to the cross,.ord puzzle, go to www.uahexponent.com. Click on "Xword Answers" on the

f~ll..

I989 Camaro RS V6 automatic
177k miles, rebuilt motor and
transmis ion. $2,000 or best
offer. Red. Please call 93 l 937-0042

SU/11111\ER ~

r

PtP.,'T" INANT
To SEE HIIWI ; I.

WANTED HI~ To
SEE l'IE.

Assistant Manager
Ff/PT Sales
Hibbett Sports is a full line
sporting goods store carrying athletic apparel, footwear,
and eq uipme nt. Opening
oon at Parkway City Mall.
Apply at: 280 I M e morial
Parkway S suite 255, Huntsvi lie, AL 3580 I. We are a
Drug-free company--we do
drug screening, background
checks, and credit checks.
Pan-time Residual Income
or flat-rate pay. o inventory or collections. lnfonn
others about cost-saving
services. Video assists with
any busines development
marketing at www.Youl lave
Income.com (3 16)2 10-5177.

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE TO STUDENTS, UAH STAFF MEMBERS,
AND FACULTY. CLASSIFIEDS SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY 25
WORDS AND WILL BE RUN FOR TWO WEEKS UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO POST A CLASSIFIED ON THE
EXPONENT'S WEBSITE, GO TO WWW.UAHEXPONENT.COM

READ
THE EXPONENT
ONLINE AT WWW.
UAHEXPONENT
.COM

r-------7
Fraternities

I

Sororities

Clubs

I
Earn $ 1,000-$2,000 this se- I
mester with a proven I
CampusFundraiser 3 hour I
fundraising event. Our I
~ make fund-rais- I
Student Groups

ing easy with no risks.
Fundrasing date are filling I
quickly, so get with the pro- I
gram! It works. Contact I
CampusF undraiser a t I
(888)923-3238, or vis it I
L~·cam_Q!lsfundra.i~.comJ

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK2003
is now s ponsered by
Student Express! Cancun,
Acapulo,
Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Padre, Las Vegas, Flordia,
and Ibiza: Book early and
get FREE MEALS! Student
Express sponsers the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW
HIRING
salaried
Salespeople, Campus Reps,
and On-site Staff.Contact
www.student express.com
or 1-800-787-3787 fordetails.

I
I
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MISC.
Moving Sale. All items must
go ! Complete Olympic
weight set and bench. Sofas,
recliner, desk, microwave
oven, mirrors, lamps, piano,
VCR, and more. Call g'>A-6857
or 721-0941.

PERSONALS
Reserved, 22 year-old male
e njoys relaxing, visualizing
possibilities and considering
the world's workings, seeks
caring, quiet, organized and
ins ightful female for
fr i en d s hip . Writ e
brownar@email.uah.edu.

The Exponent
is looking for
Sales
Associates.
Come by
UC 103 for
more details
or email
Fran Fluher at
exponent.ads
@email.uah.edu.

